
we are
blooming

general  
information
adress
blooming hotel  
Duinweg 5
1861GL Bergen

Landgoed Het Hof
Eeuwigelaan 1
1861 CL Bergen

blooming beach
opgang Parkweg 37
1865 AG Bergen aan Zee

contact details
t.   +31 072 5820520
f.   +31 072 5520580
e-mail   welcome@weareblooming.com
e-mail business yourbusiness@weareblooming.com

extra information
KvK  37099822
BTW  NL 8104.65.097.B01

blooming inspires, creates, stimulates and relaxes. From reception 
to departure. From breakfast to dinner. From bedtime to waking 
up. blooming has developed into what it is today in over half a 
century. And we have made a firm commitment to continue to 
surprise, day after day. In a natural environment called blooming, 
it’s all about attention, creativity and individuality. Our goal is an 
enduring special memory.

#weareblooming

blooming hotel

Het Hof
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blooming
hotel

With its own eleven hectares of dunes and artists’ village of Bergen 
just a stone’s throw away, hotel blooming is anything but standard. 
When at blooming, everyone blossoms. From peace seekers to 
businessmen and from families to those eager to learn.

hotel information

check-in   from 3:00 pm
check-out   till 11:00 am 
   on sunday till noon

The tourist tax is € 2,50 per person per night.

Pets are not allowed.

our rooms

24  just me rooms
10 basic rooms
50 regular rooms
36 unlimited rooms
4 roomy rooms
4 family lofts
1 waterfront suite
1 suite heaven beyond

just me room
• compact single room (6 m2)
• Coco-Mat bed (1.00 meter or 1.40 meter wide)
• bathroom with rainshower
• free wifi, safe and workstation
• TV with casting function
• only accessible via stairs 

basic room
• compact double room (8 m2)
• queensize Coco-Mat bed (1.60 meter wide)
• bathroom with rainshower
• free wifi, safe and workstation
• TV with casting function
• only accessible via stairs 

regular room
• standard double room
• kingsize Coco-Mat bed (1.80 meter wide)
• bathroom with shower
• forrest or pont view
• free wifi, safe and workstation
• TV with castingfunction
• small terrace at request (fee)
• either a two persons double bed or two single beds

unlimited room
• queen- or kingsize Coco-Mat bed (1.60 or 1.80 meter)
• bathroom with rainshower and bath
• pont or dune view
• with a French balcony or a terrace (fee)
• climate control
• Nespresso machine
• free wifi, safe and workstation
• TV with casting function
• some of the rooms have connecting doors
• some of the rooms have a duo douche and a bubble bath 

roomy room
• spacious family rooms suitable for 2 adults and 2 children
• kingsize Coco-Mat bed (1.80 meter wide)
• kids bunk beds (0.70 x 1.50 wide) with their own TV
• bathroom with rainshower and bath 
• one room has a terrace (fee)
• climate control
• TV with casting function
• free wifi, safe and workstation
• Nespresso machine 

family loft
• spacious family rooms for 4, 5 or 6 persons
• all with an unique floorplan
• kingsize Coco-Mat bed (1.80 meter wide)
• one bunk bed, two bunk beds stapelbedden or three bunk 

beds
• bathroom with rainshower
• airconditioning
• TV with casting function
• free wifi, safe and workstation
• Nespresso machine
• only accessible via stairs

Waterfront suite
• spacious room with sitting area, suitable for two adults 

and two children
• XL kingsize Coco-Mat bed (2.20 x 2.00 meter)
• kids bunk beds (0.70 x 1.50 meter) with their own TV’s
• luxurious bathroom with jacuzzi and steam shower 
• next to the pont and with it’s own terrace
• climate control
• TV with casting function
• free wifi, afe and workstation
• Nespresso machine

Suite Heaven Beyond
• royal room, suitable for 5 - 6 persons
• room 1: Coco-Mat sleaping couch (1.40 x 1.90 meter), 

bunk bed (0.90 x 2.00 meter) with their own TV’s 
• extra toilet
• room 2: XL Kingsize Coco-Mat bed (2.20 x 2.00 meter)
• luxurious bathroom with ‘blue moon jacuzzi’, a steam 

shower cabine and a second toilet 
• forrest view
• climate control
• TV with casting function
• free wifi, safe and a sitting area
• Nespresso machine

room descriptions
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facilities
swimming pool, sauna & whirpool
Experience blooming splashing in the pool and whirlpool. On 
the ground floor of the hotel is the 16 meters long and 1.40 
meters deep pool. The pool has a constant temperature of 30 
degrees and is equipped with massage jets. Next to the pool 
is the 6-8 person Finnish sauna, which can be turned on on 
request (swimwear desired).

lounge terrace
Adjacent to the pool area and surrounded by trees and dunes 
blooming hotel has a lounge terrace. With several lovely 
sunbeds and plenty of sunshine, this is the ideal place to relax 
after a dive. 

restaurant Zandhoeve
The kitchen of restaurant Zandhoeve, led by Roel Oostrum, 
is guided by our organic vegetable garden and thus by the 
different seasons. This so-called Hoftuin, where every year 
about 50 kinds of vegetables and herbs are grown, is an 
inexhaustible source of inspiration and a wonderful reflection 
of the seasons for the executive chef and his team.

With this wealth within cycling distance of the hotel, it goes 
without saying that vegetables are the basis for our dishes. 
This is reflected in our full vegetarian flora menu. If you still 
feel like meat or fish, you can choose the fauna menu. For 
this we work together with carefully selected suppliers. 
The combination of local ingredients with global spices and 
cooking techniques guarantees surprising taste combinations. 

blooming brasserie 
Adjacent to Bergen’s most beautiful terrace, the new brasserie 
of blooming is the perfect place to spend hours. Enjoy a special 
beer, a delicious hamburger or a fresh salad. The blooming 
brasserie, with its own kitchen, is a good alternative to the 
restaurant. The bar is the ideal place to eat and drink, whether 
this is cozy with a group or intimate with just the two of you. 
Also try our own blooming beer, the Bergensche Blos. Brewed 
from 100% organic cereals and water from the sacred spring of 
Adelbert.

art
Wherever you look, you will come across the work of artists 
everywhere. We are also proud of a photo series by Cas 
Oorthuys from the Rotterdams Fotomuseum. Cas made these 
photos in the days when blooming was still a Volkshogeschool.

bike rental
blooming hotel is an ideal starting point for discovering the 
dune area between Wijk aan Zee and Petten by bike. Bike 
junction 48 is located behind the hotel. At the reception desk 
you can buy a tourist map of the nature reserve. Bicycles can 
be rented at blooming and you can also park your own bike in 
our bicycle shed. Prefer something more active? Just a stone’s 
throw from blooming hotel is one of the most beautiful 
mountain bike routes in the Netherlands. 

all our facilities
• 11 hectares of dunes and forrest
• 15 meeting rooms
• books and magazines
• blooming beach
• blooming brasserie
• covered bike parking
• free parking
• free wifi
• hotel shop
• kids activities
• childrens seats for on the bikes
• safe
• charging stations for electric cars
• massage salon
• multiple terraces 
• motorcycle parking space
• soccer field
• piano
• restaurant Zandhoeve
• room service
• playground ‘De Vrijbuiter’
• walking routes
• yoga 

blooming
hotel
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blooming
business

blooming has atmospheric, practical and well-equipped meeting 
rooms for training courses, meetings and gatherings. There 
is always a suitable space available. The location of the rooms, 
directly on the countryside, gives a feeling of freedom and space. 
blooming believes that the surroundings also contribute to the 
efficiency of your meeting.

new at blooming: chair massages
Do you want to keep the participants on their toes during the 
meeting or training? blooming now also offers chair massages. 
Within 15 minutes you can relax and continue the program with 
new energy.

business information

number of meeting locations 3 
number of meeting rooms 15
smallest meeting room  25 m2
largest meeting room  117 m2

business facilities

overnight stay is possible   
lunch / dinner is possible    
unlimited coffee and tea 
incl. Dopper waterbottle
fresh fruit    
sound system
4K touch-screen presentation screen  
beamers  
various activities  
fast wireless internet
direct access to forest and dunes from meeting rooms
 
 

meeting room size carré u-shape cabaret circle theater

De Denker 42 m2 10 x x x x

De Filosoof 91 m2 30 26 36 30 60
De Reiziger 30 m2 30 26 36 30 60
De Speler 42 m2 10 x x x x
De Helper 92 m2 30 26 36 30 60
De Spreker 73 m2 30 26 36 30 60
De Drager 56 m2 22 20 30 24 35
De Regisseur 117 m2 2x20 40 60 50 100
De Schrijver 36 m2 12 10 x 10 x
De Danser & De Muze 78 + 52 m2 23 & 10 20 32 35 + 14 60
De Wachter 55 m2 14 x x 14 24
De Baas 25 m2 6 x x x x
De Idealist 57 m2 14 x x x x

our meeting rooms
blooming hotel

meeting room size theater u-shape carré

grote terts 68 m2 50 20 24
kleine terts 35 m2 25 12 14

kwint 25  m2 x x 10
harmonie 25 m2 x x 10

landgoed Het Hof
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blooming
beach

blooming beach is opened from april till september 

blooming is the place to beach in Bergen aan Zee. Whether 
you’re with friends, family or business associates. Staring over 
the salty sea with a delicious glass of rosé in your hand and with 
the warm sand under your bare feet, you will admire the antics 
of the kitesurfers in the setting sun. Whether stretched out 
on a beach bed, or fanatical during a game of beach volleyball, 
blooming beach provides the setting for ultimate relaxation.

dining
blooming beach has a restaurant and terrace where you can 
enjoy tasty dishes.

celebratge
celebrate your wedding, birthday or company party at blooming 
beach. We offer you the ultimate decor and give you an 
abundance of festive possibilities. 

beach pavilion
the blooming beach pavilion is open from April to September in 
Bergen aan Zee. Reservations for the terrace are not possible. At 
blooming beach it is wonderful to enjoy in a relaxed atmosphere. 

we are 
blooming

blooming hotel

landgoed Het Hof

blooming beach
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